
 

Nomination INMA-awards 2015:  
«Digital spearheads»: This is how Aftenposten 

increased reading and engagement by empowering our 
reporters  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Our challenge:  
• How do we educate and empower our reporters, so they 

can make more visual, interesting, stickier and better 
digital journalism?  
 

• How do we create a culture that encourages out of the 
box-thinking and a more experimental approach?  
 

• How to make sure better digital storytelling results in 
more people using Aftenposten’s products more often - 
and spend more time on each visit?  



Solution: A group of «digital spearheads» 

We picked one reporter from each department 
who were asked to experiment, learn and share 
by using new tools, and making and presenting 
our content in new ways. The “spearheads” 
should be both front runners and provide 
support for the other reporters in the 
department. From the beginning, the idea has 
been to spread the techniques and tools that we 
see have an impact on reading and engagement 
so that everyone can take part and improve.  



1) A newsroom that is much more skilled  
More than 200  reporters (90 percent) have participated in our courses and a large number now 
know how to use  a wide range of sophisticated tools that improve digital storytelling.  

Results 



• Some of the senior reporters, traditionally the ones 
finding digital storytelling difficult toughest, have now 
become our premium digital reporters.  
 

• Several reporters, who used to be skeptical and 
indifferent, now show initiative for digital storytelling 
and continuous improvement.  
 

• We have created a culture where testing and 
experimenting is ok, likewise failing. The only demand 
requirement  is that you learn from it, and teach 
others. 

2) The project has positively impacted our culture 

Senior sports writer, Mette Bugge, interviews  
basketball profile Igor Sedlar  



3) And we have created better digital products 

• Reading, circulation and time spent on our pages has increased on 
selected and prioritized content.  Some examples: 

 
 We see that our new chart-based explanatory articles in average 

have higher reading than “regular” articles without additional 
explanatory visual elements. 

 
 For selected analyzed articles, we have seen a major rise in the 

number of readers who read the entire article (scroll down to the 
bottom of page) 



Summed up: strong progress on all selected areas 
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